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▸ Background: The Los Angeles Chinese Film Festival (LACFF) is organized by Chinese in Entertainment (CIE), a Los
Angeles-based non-profit organization that is dedicated to supporting Chinese talent and culture in arts and
entertainment.

▸ Mission: LACFF aims to uncover and promote outstanding Chinese language and Chinese culture-focused films,
and to foster cultural exchange through screenings, industry panels, workshops and social events. With this
mission in mind, the programming committee is highly devoted to finding and curating top-quality original films
from all over the world, targeting works produced by the Chinese language or heritage community. The selected
films feature a good mix of feature-length and shorts, fiction and documentary as well as other motion pictures
that are more experimental in nature.

▸ Selection Process: A strong proponent of originality and diversity, LACFF is the embodiment of independent spirit.
The team is very committed to providing a platform for the best of independent Chinese films and prides itself on
the principle of selecting films based on artistic merit. As such, LACFF extends a warm welcome to any
newcomers and independent filmmakers who aspire to take center stage in the heart of the world’s
entertainment industry.

▸ Team: LACFF is run by a group of young industry professionals who collectively bring a full suite of talents
covering different verticals of the industry including filmmaking, music composition, photography, legal, finance,
content acquisition, and marketing. With working knowledge of the two biggest film markets in the world, the
team is well positioned to advance the understanding of contemporary Chinese cinema to a global audience.

ABOUT US
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ABOUT CIE
▸ Chinese in Entertainment (CIE) is a Los Angeles-based 501(c)(3) registered non-profit organization created to support and spotlight talents with Chinese linguistic heritage (Mainland

China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, etc.) in the entertainment industry. Initially started as a networking platform for industry professionals and aspiring film & arts students alike to
make meaningful connections, CIE has quickly grown to expand its reach in both event offerings and industry resources. In 2017, CIE launched its inaugural in-house film festival
featuring excellent independent Chinese language and/or Chinese culture focused films and was met with a warm reception. Over the past year, CIE has also taken strides in
providing educational training programs to selected talents, connecting talents with valuable work opportunities and forming alliances with both industry influencers and other
prominent industry organizations.

▸ CIE currently offers the following events:

▸ Monthly local mixers in Los Angeles (China Mixer)

▸ Annual Chinese Film Festival (LACFF)

▸ Biweekly writers’ workshops

▸ Other programs and events in the pipeline include:

▸ 35 & Under Industry Outstanding Professional Interview Series

▸ Industry panels & special screenings

▸ Script pitch competition

▸ As CIE builds on its success to date and continues to roll out events and services to the benefit of Chinese language and cultural heritage filmmakers and industry professionals, its
long term mission stays the same – to act as an incubator of new and emerging talents and be the face of original independent Chinese cinema.



▸Athena joined the LACFF team with a background in research

for the big 6 film studios and top gaming studios in China and

the U.S. Previously, she staffed and directed international

educational conferences of 700+ people across China. These

experiences and her research on audience reception during

her time at Harvard studying East Asian Studies and Social

Anthropology informs her work today.

▸ Tian Guan is a filmmaker known for his work at numerous

prestigious film festivals around the world. His film “DRAMA”

won several awards including Best Live Action Short Film at the

Warsaw Film Festival and Best Short Fiction at the 2015 Los

Angeles Film Festival. His films are now part of the John Hopkins

University MICA Film Center collection. Since 2015, Tian Guan

has also served as an honored programmer for the US

Slamdance Film Festival.

▸With a background in finance, Jay brings a full suite of business

and professional skills that well complements this otherwise

creatively talented organization. As an investment banker

specialized in the media & entertainment industry by trade, Jay

has working knowledge about film & TV production, distribution

and finance, as well as general accounting, corporate finance

and valuation. Jay will oversee the accounting, financial review

and budgeting of CIE, and continue to spearhead the

sponsorship outreach efforts which he successfully led in the

inaugural film festival.
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THE TEAM

▸ Lewis Liu was a co-founder and the director of programming
of the inaugural DC Chinese Film Festival. He also served as a
program manager at the Asia Society Southern California, and
helped organize the 7th annual U.S. China Film Summit. Lewis
earned his MFA in Film and Video Production at The
University of Iowa, and identifies as an avant-pop filmmaker.

LEWIS LIU
FOUNDER & CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

ATHENA BOWE
CO-FOUNDER CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER

JAY WANG
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

TIAN GUAN
ASIA EXECUTIVE OFFICER



▸Margaret Yang is a Chinese native currently residing and

working in New York City. She earned her Master’s Degree

at Columbia University. Ms. Yang founded AmeriChina

Group in 2014, whose business covers a diversity of areas

as a public relations agency, and has built numerous

successful cases related to A-list events including: New York

Fashion Week, Cannes Film Festival, Emmy Awards,

Victoria's Secret Fashion Show, Clinton Presidential

C o n f e r e n c e , a B u f f e t t S h a r e h o l d e r M e e t i n g .

▸With a master degree in Television, Film and New Media

Production from San Diego State University, Baifan has taken

on a variety of roles in many film festivals, where she worked

as a panel interpreter and a showcase director. She also

worked as a project coordinator, a role that involved film

project packaging, financial strategies and international

collaborations at Aldamisa Entertainment.

▸ Leky Lin is a trilingual (English, Chinese & Spanish) independent

producer, who focuses on providing production services and

film promotions for foreign films shooting in the U.S.

Additionally, his film The Lottery won 15 international film

festivals and is on the Berlin Film Festival shortlist.
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THE TEAM
LEKY LIN
ASIA OPERATIONS OFFICER

▸Vivian Bao is a Chinese filmmaker currently based in Beijing. She

received her BA from the Communication University of China.

An internship with Shanghai SMG Pictures led her to pursue

filmmaking. She went on to study at La Femis and received her

MFA from the CalArts.

VIVIAN BAO
ASIA MARKETING OFFICER

BAIFAN XIE
CHIEF PROGRAMMING OFFICER

MARGARET YANG
ASIA FINANCIAL OFFICER
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THE 2017 EDITION

▸ The 2017 Los Angeles Chinese Film Festival (“2017 LACFF”), CIE’s inaugural flagship event, was successfully held at Downtown Independent from Nov 17th to 19th 2017, attracting 
over 1,000 attendees including film enthusiasts, industry professionals and media reporters alike.

▸ Following an inspiring speech by Janet Yang, a renowned industry veteran in the US and China film collaboration, the festival opened with 2015 indie sensation Paths of the Soul, 
directed and produced by Zhang Yang, and continued on with a strong lineup of carefully curated programs. 2017 LACFF featured 13 screenings, 2 industry panels as well as a VIP 
social event that attracted over 150 special guests, among whom were Xue Xiaolu, who directed Finding Mr. Right, and highly respected college professors such as Michael Berry and 
Stanley Rosen whose studies and works have long helped bridge the understanding of the Chinese cinema, culture and society.

▸ The inaugural film festival ended in great success thanks to all the volunteers who ensured the smooth running of events as well as the sponsors who supported our mission in one 
way or another. The festival also generated over $5,000 in ticket sales.
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THE 2017 JURY
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Prolific Chinese film critic, 

and Assistant Professor of 

Cinema Studies at SUNY 

Purchase

Zhang Ling

Renowned director, winner 

of the Golden Falcon 

Award, Associate Professor 

at the Beijing Film Academy

Xiaolu Xue

UCLA Professor of 

Contemporary Chinese 

Cultural Studies, Golden 

Horse Film Festival jury 

member 

Michael Berry
Illustrious career in content 

acquisitions as Paramount 

VP, now respected content 

creator

Monica Chuo

Stanley Rosen
Professor of Political 

Science at USC, 

specializing in Chinese 

politics, society, and film

Janet Yang
Executive Producer of the 

Joy Luck Club, Producer on 

the Golden Globe-winning 

The People vs. Larry Flynt

Zhen Zhang
Respected film curator for the 

Reel China Documentary 

Festival, Women Make 

Waves Festival in Taipei
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2017 AWARD WINNERS

▸ BEST DOCUMENTARY
Haibo Yu & Tianqi 
Yu/China/82 
mins/North America 
Premiere

▸ BEST FEATURE 
Sam 
Voutas/US&China/88 
Mins

▸ BEST DOCUMENTARY 
SHORT
Lam Can-
Zhao/China/23 
mins/LA premiere

▸ BEST FICTION 
SHORT
Zuxiang 
Zhao/China&US/    
20 mins

▸ BEST EXPERIMENTAL 
SHORT
Haoge Liu/China/6 
mins/LA premiere

▸ INDEPENDENT SPIRIT 
AWARD
Chen Hung-
I/Taiwan/106 
mins/North America 
Premiere

SOLD TO 
NETFLIX
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2017 SPONSORS AND PARTNERS
▸ SPONSORS

▸ PARTNERS
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SOCIAL MEDIA REACH
@LACFF
50 posts
22,232 followers

洛杉矶影视联盟
ID: CIELosAngeles
1,333 followers

@LA Chinese Film Fest
96 tweets
212 followers

@lachinesefilmfestival
50 posts
1,247 followers

Los Angeles Chinese Film Festival
525 likes
567 followers

https://www.lacff.org
Mailing list subscribers：630
Over 40,000 views since last July

https://www.lacff.org/cie
Subscribers:1050

https://www.lacff.org
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LACFF SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
Presenting

Special 
Event¹

Partnership² Platinum Gold Silver Bronze

$50,000 $30,000 $15,000 $10,000 $5,000 $2,500 $1,000

ADVERTISING AT LACFF

Info Desk on Site ✓

Standing Banner on Site ✓ ✓

Event-Specific Opening Video & Speech
✓ ✓

Company Description on LACFF Website 
✓ ✓

Print Ads in Festival Booklet 1 PAGE 1/2 PAGE 1/2 PAGE 1/2 PAGE 1/3 PAGE

Brochure & Flyer ✓ ✓

Goodies with Company Logo ✓ ✓

PASS BENEFITS AT LACFF

Event Passes (All Inclusive) 25 15 10 5

Screening Passes (Excl. Special Events) 10 5 3

1. Special Event includes, but is not limited to, standalone screening session, standalone panel discussion and VIP night event, subject to CIE approval.
2. Any use of the brand name "Chinese in Entertainment" or "Los Angeles Chinese Film Festival" is subject to approval of CIE. CIE shall, under all circumstances, retain the right of refusal. The sponsorship amount as defined herein represents the initiation fee; the detailed profit 
sharing and royalty structure is subject to further discussion.
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LACFF SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
Presenting Special Event Partnership Platinum Gold Silver Bronze

$50,000 $30,000 $15,000 $10,000 $5,000 $2,500 $1,000

LOGO CREDITS

Pre-Screening ✓ ✓ ✓

Red Carpet Backdrop ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

VIP Signature Wall ✓ ✓

CIE Website ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

LACFF Website ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Program Booklet ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Poster ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SOCIAL MEDIA

Promotional Articles³ ✓ ✓ ✓

Social Media Shout-outs ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

3. Articles are released either during China Mixer, LACFF, or other event according to the sponsor’s needs.
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LACFF SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
Presenting Special Event Partnership Platinum Gold Silver Bronze

$50,000 $30,000 $15,000 $10,000 $5,000 $2,500 $1,000

OTHER PERKS

LACFF Award Naming Rights ✓

Sponsor Rep to Present Award ✓ ✓ ✓

Red Carpet Interview ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Opening Night Speech ✓ ✓ ✓

Closing Night Speech ✓

Credited in Opening or Closing Speech ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Co-host of Screening Sessions ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ADVISORY BOARD

CIE Advisory Board Title 1

LACFF Advisory Board Title 1 1
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CIE SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

Individual Event Sponsorship Options China Mixer Industry Panel

Sponsorship Value $1000 $1000

Promotional Articles ✓ ✓

Social Media Shout-outs ✓ ✓

CIE Website Sectional Logo Credit ✓ ✓

Company Marketing Materials at Event* ✓ ✓

Panelist** ✓

*Marketing materials may include, but are not limited to, flyer, brochure, and goodies with company logo.
** CIE reserves the right to refuse a panelist based on CIE’s determination of its fit with panel topics.
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ALTERNATIVE SPONSORSHIP OPTIONS
▸ A monetary donation is not necessarily the best package for everyone. We are happy to accept donations in the form of goods and services as well for a 

customized package. Please consider donating any of the following items to the festival:

▸ Food

▸ Beverages

▸ Gifts for VIP Gift Bags

▸ Printing Services (Banners, backdrops, posters, etc.)

▸ Staff T-shirts

▸ Venue

▸ VIP Transportation

▸ VIP Hotel Accommodations

▸Media Coverage

▸ Event Design /Decor
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CONTACT US

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING LACFF 

The sponsorship packages herein are designed to provide a general framework of the 
benefits for each sponsorship category.

Please contact our marketing team at marketing@lacff.org for more details.

You can also download our sponsorship package in Excel format from our website at 
lacff.org.

mailto:marketing@lacff.org

